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1. INTRODUCTION 
In his paper [l], M. D. Atkinson conjectured that the class of all finite 
groups in the variety generated by a finite group is well-quasi-ordered under 
the relation of section involvement (see definitions below). In this paper the 
conjecture will be verified for the variety generated by any A-group; that is, 
any finite (but not necessarily soluble) group all of whose Sylow subgroups 
are abelian. This result is a consequence of the following theorem, which 
may be of independent interest. 
THEOREM 1 .I. For every positive integer n, the class of all jinite groups 
which are residually of order at most n is well-quasi-ordered under the relation 
of section involvement. 
By using a more detailed version of Theorem 1.1, stated and proved in 
Section 2, the result for A-groups mentioned above will be improved in 
Section 3 to the following stronger result concerning subgroup involvement. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 58 be the variety generated by a jinite group C. Then 
the class of all Jinite groups in B is well-quasi-ordered under the relation of 
subgroup involvement ;f and only ;f C is an A-group. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 makes use of structure theorems for A-groups 
due in the soluble case to D. R. Taunt [9] and in the general case to Aviad 
M. Broshi [2]. Broshi’s work depends on the classification implicit in 
J. H. Walter’s paper [lo] of all simple A-groups. 
Very much easier than Theorem 1.2 is the following analogue for factor 
group involvement. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let ‘u be the variety generated by a finite group C. Then 
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the class of all jkite groups in 23 is well-quasi-ordered under the relation of 
factor group involvement if and only if C is abelian. 
The following definitions should clarify the statements of the above 
theorems. 
A binary relation < on a class % is called a quasi-or&r if (i) x < x for all 
x E ‘g and (ii) x < y and y < z imply x < .z for all x, y, z E K’. A class %’ 
with a quasi-order < is said to be well-quasi-ordered if (iii) for every infinite 
sequence xi , xa , . . . of elements of %Y there exist positive integers i and j such 
that i < j and xi < xj . (Condition (iii) may be expressed in various other 
ways: see [S].) 
A factor group of a subgroup of a group is called a section of the group. 
If G and H are groups such that G is isomorphic to a section of H then G 
is said to be involved as a section of H. Subgroup involvement and factor group 
involvement are defined similarly. 
It is easy to see that the relations of section, subgroup and factor group 
involvement are quasi-orders on any class of groups. This paper is concerned 
with classes of finite groups which are well-quasi-ordered under one or more 
of these relations. As mentioned in [l], such classes arise in the study of 
locally finite varieties of groups. 
For unexplained terminology concerning varieties the reader is referred 
to Hanna Neumann’s book [7]. 
Let % be the variety generated by an A-group G. Then, by 51.24 of [7], 
every finite group in 23 is also an A-group. Thus, by (1.66) of [6], every 
finite monolithic group in B is critical. It follows, by 52.11 of [7], that ‘9 
contains up to isomorphism only finitely many finite monolithic groups. 
(This fact can also be proved more directly.) Every finite group in B is 
residually a finite monolithic group in B. Therefore, for some positive 
integer n, every finite group in B is residually of order at most n. Consequently, 
Theorem 1.1 yields that the class of all finite groups in 23 is well-quasi-ordered 
under section involvement. 
This result confirms Atkinson’s conjecture for the case of A-groups. It 
extends the result contained in John Cossey’s thesis [3] that the conjecture 
holds for the varieties 21,21, , where p and q are distinct primes. The only 
other case in which the conjecture seems to have been established is for the 
varieties 2, , where p is an odd prime. (If p is an odd prime, 2, denotes the 
variety generated by the nonabelian group of order pa and exponent p: also, 
f3, denotes the variety generated by the dihedral group of order 8.) This is 
the main result of [l]. 
The remainder of this section consists of the proofs of Theorem 1.3 and 
the easier part of Theorem 1.2: that if the finite groups of % are well-quasi- 
ordered under subgroup involvement then C is an A-group. 
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We begin with the latter result. Suppose that C-is a finite group which is 
not an A-group and let %J be the variety generated by C. We shall prove that 
the class of all finite groups in %J is not well-quasi-ordered under subgroup 
involvement. For some prime p, C has a nonabelian Sylow p-subgroup. Thus 
B contains a finite p-group which is nilpotent of class 2. Let U be the variety 
generated by this group. Then, by 34.13 of [7], all the laws of U follow from 
[x, y, z] and 2-variable laws of U. The a-variable laws follow from [x, y, x] 
and laws of the form xkyz[x, y]” where k, I and m are integers. Consequently 
there are integers 01 and p such that the laws of U follow from [x, y, x], 
p and [x, y]s. Since U contains a nonabelian p-group, 01 is divisible by p if p 
is odd and by 4 if p = 2, while j3 is divisible by p. A similar argument shows 
that the laws of 2, follow from laws [x, y, x], a+’ (or x4 in the case of X,) and 
[x, y]“. It follows that 21 contains 2, . Thus %J contains 2, . To complete the 
proof we show that the class of finite groups of 2, is not well-quasi-ordered 
under subgroup involvement. This has, as reported in [I], been proved by 
P. M. Neumann (unpublished). But, for completeness, a proof is sketched 
here. 
For each positive integer n let F, denote a relatively free group of 2, on 
free generators fi , fi , . . . . fn . It may be checked that for n 2 2 the Frattini 
subgroup @(F,) of F, is equal to the center Z(F,) of F,. For every positive 
integer n there is a positive integer m and an element d of the derived group 
of F,,, which can be written as the product of n but no fewer commutators 
[see [8, p. 34511. It follows that the element 
W 272 = ifi >fil[f3 9f41 .** [fin-l 9finl 
of Fzn cannot be written as the product of fewer than n commutators- 
otherwise 2, would have a law of a form which would allow the element d 
to be written as a product of fewer than n commutators. Let W,, be the 
subgroup of F2n generated by wZn: thus W,, is central and has order p. Also, 
no nontrivial element of W,, can be written as the product of fewer than n 
commutators. 
For each positive integer n, where n > 2, let G,, = F,JW,, . Suppose 
that a E Fz, and aWz, E Z(G,,). Then [a, b] E W,, for all b E F2,, . Thus, 
since no nontrivial element of W,, is a commutator, we must have [a, 61 = 1 
for all b E F,, , i.e. a E Z(F,,) = @(F&. Consequently 
W,n) G @(Fzn)/Wz, = W&J. 
To complete the proof it will be shown that no group in the sequence G, , 
G, , Gs ,... is isomorphic to a subgroup of a later one. 
Suppose to the contrary that Gsm is isomorphic to a subgroup of G,, where 
2 < m < n: suppose that Gzm s H/Wz, where Wz, < H < Fzn . For 
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brevity, write W = W,, . Because H/W s Gznz , there exist elements 
h, 3 h, ,a**, h,, of H such that hlW, h,W,..., h,,W generate H/W and 
[h, , WA , 41 ... Pan-~ , hzml E I+‘. 
Since m < n we must have 
IA, hJ.h, , &I ..a km-, , hzml = 1. 
Consequently there is no generating set {h, , h, ,..., hzn} of Fzn with 2n 
elements which contains {h, , h, ,..., h,,}: otherwise there would be an auto- 
morphism of Fzn sending fr to h, , Y = 1,2,..., 272, contrary to the fact that 
Therefore there exist integers 01~ , 01~ ,..., olarn ,not all divisible by p, such that 
hph;* *a* hi% E @(F&. Since @(F2,) = Z(F,,) and Z(H/W) < @(H/W), it 
follows that 
(h,W)“‘(h,W)“2 .-a (hzrnWprn E @(H/W). 
This contradicts the fact that H/W is generated by h,W, h,W,..., h,,W. 
We shall now prove Theorem 1.3. 
If 58 is the variety generated by a finite abelian group C then every finite 
group in 58 is a direct product of cyclic groups of order dividing the exponent 
of C: hence the class of all finite groups in 58 is well-quasi-ordered under 
factor group involvement. 
To prove the converse part of Theorem 1.3, suppose that 23 is the variety 
generated by a finite nonabelian group C. We shall prove that the class of all 
finite groups in !$I is not well-quasi-ordered under factor group involvement. 
Let A be a finite group in II) of smallest order subject to being nonabelian. 
Then every proper subgroup and factor group of A is abelian. Hence A is 
monolithic. The remainder of the proof is divided into two cases according 
to whether or not A is an A-group. 
Suppose first that A is an A-group. Then, by Burnside’s transfer theorem 
applied to any nontrivial Sylow subgroup of A, it follows that A is not simple. 
Thus A has a nontrivial proper normal subgroup. This normal subgroup 
and its factor group are both abelian: hence A is metabelian. Therefore A 
has a normal subgroup P of prime index q. Since P is abelian and A is mono- 
lithic, P is a p-group for some prime p. Also, since A is not a p-group, we 
have p # q. Let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of A. Thus A = PQ. Since A is 
nonabelian, Q acts nontrivially on P. Thus Q acts nontrivially on P/@(P). 
Consequently A/@(P) is nonabelian, and so @(P) = (1). Therefore P is an 
elementary abelian p-group, and we can regard P as a module for Q over the 
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field of p elements. Since A is nonabelian and monolithic, P is faithful and 
irreducible as a Q-module. 
Let a be a generator of the cyclic group Q. For each positive integer Y  
let A, be a group isomorphic to A with P ,. , Q, and a,. corresponding to P, Q 
and a, respectively. For each positive integer n, where n > 3, let A” be the 
direct product A, ?< A, x 1.. x A, and let 
P”=P,xP,x”.xP,, Q” =Q1 xQz x *a- xQ,. 
Thus A” = Pnp. Let R, be the subgroup of p generated by the elements 
-1 a, a, , 1 < r < s < n, and let G, be the subgroup P*R, of An. The proof 
will be completed (in this case) by showing that no group in the sequence 
G , G4 , Gs ,... is isomorphic to a factor group of a later one. 
Suppose to the contrary that G, is isomorphic to a factor group of G, where 
3 < m < n: suppose that G, z GJN, i.e. G, s P”R,/N. Let M = N n Pfz. 
Then M is normal in PnR, , so M is an R,-submodule of P”. As an 
R,-module, Pn is the direct sum of the irreducible R,&-modules PI ,..., P, , 
and, because n 3 3, these are mutually nonisomorphic. It follows that M is 
the direct sum of some subset of {PI , Pz ,..., P,}. Now 1 Pn/M 1 = / P” /. 
Thus, without loss of generality, we can take M = Pm+l x P,n+2 x a-0 x P, . 
It follows that G,,,, is isomorphic to a factor group 
Wl x pz x 0.. x Pm) RJ/L 
where L is a subgroup of R, which centralizes PI x Pz x -*- x P,, . Now 
the order of the centralizer of PI x P2 x *** x P,, in R, is q”-“-l. Thus 
1 R,/L 1 > qn-l/qn--m-l = q” > / R,, 1. 
This is a contradiction, because R,/L E 17, . 
It remains to consider the case where A is not an A-group. Then A must be 
a nonabelian p-group, for some prime p. Consequently (as we saw in an 
earlier proof), !D contains the variety 2, . Thus !.B contains a group B which, 
if p is odd, is a nonabelian group of order p3 and exponent p and, if p = 2, 
is a dihedral group of order 8. 
Let b be an element (of order p) which generates Z(B). For each positive 
integer Y  let B, be a group isomorphic to B with b, the element corresponding 
to b. For each positive integer n let Bn = B, x B, x *.. x B, , and let 
G, = B”IK,, where K, is the subgroup of Z(B”) generated by the elements 
b;%, , 1 < Y < s < n. (Thus G, is a central product of B, , B, ,..., B, .) 
Since Z(Bn)/Kn has order p, Z(Bn)/Ks is a minimal normal subgroup of G,. 
If N/K, is any normal subgroup of G, , then either, for some Y, N has non- 
trivial intersection with B, and so N > Z(B,) K,, = Z(Bn) or, for all Y, 
N A B, = {l} and so N < Z(B”). It follows that G, is monolithic with 
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monolith Z(P)/& . Now Z(B) is equal to the derived group of B. Thus 
Z(P) is equal to the derived group of B”, and it follows that G, is not 
abelian. But B%/Z(B”) is abelian: so every proper factor group of G, is 
abelian. Therefore, in the sequence G, , G, , G, ,... no group is isomorphic 
to a factor group of a later one. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section a result will be stated and proved which has Theorem I. 1 as 
a corollary and which will be used in the next section to prove Theorem 1.2. 
Let & = (A,: y E r} be a finite family of finite groups. (The groups A, are 
not necessarily distinct.) We shall need to consider direct products of the 
form AY(i) x &,(a) x **. x A,(,) where y(i) E r, i = 1,2 ,..., n. In fact we 
shall need to consider sets of such direct products. The most convenient way 
of reducing notational complexity is to take a fixed set U and a fixed function 
Al: U + r. Then for any finite subset I of U we write A(I) to denote the 
direct product 
iz(I) = JJ A&. 
ie1 
If J C I we regard A(J) as a subgroup of A(I) in the usual way. Also, A( @) 
is interpreted as a group of order 1. 
If I and J are finite subsets of U, a function 0: I - J will be called 
admissible if 0 is one-one and if if9ol = iol for all i E I. An admissible function 
8: I + J induces a monomorphism O*: A(1) ---f A(j) by taking the restriction 
of 0” to Ai, to be the identity function from Ai, to Ais, . 
Let %? denote the class of all pairs (G, A(I)) where G is a subgroup of A(I) 
and I is a finite subset of U. For elements (G, A(I)), (H, A(J)) of 97 we write 
(G, 40 < W, A(J)) if th ere is an admissible function 8: I + J such that 
GO* < HA(J\IO). Th e main result may now be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. %T is well-quasi-ordered un er <. 
Theorem 1 .l is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1. To see this note that 
if (G, 44) < (H, AU)), with 0 an admissible function from I to j such that 
GO* < HA(J\IO), then, writing N = A(AIO), we have 
G gg GO” s (GB*)N/N < HNIN E H/H n N. 
Thus the relation (G, A(1)) < (H, A(J)) implies that G is isomorphic to a 
section of H. For a given positive integer n take ~2 to be a family of groups 
consisting of a representative of each isomorphism class of finite groups of 
order at most n. Then every finite group which is residually of order at most 
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n is isomorphic to a subgroup of a finite direct product of groups from &. 
Thus Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 2.1. 
It is straightforward to check that < is a quasi-order on V, so to prove 
Theorem 2.1 we shall only be concerned with verifying condition (iii) of 
Section 1. To do this we shall use induction on the family JZZ. For any finite 
family A&’ = {A,: y E r} of finite groups and any positive integer n let IJ~(&) 
be the number of elements y of r for which 1 A, 1 = n and let u(d) be the 
sequence (ur(&), a,(&),...). Thus a(&) is an element of the set Z of all those 
sequences (ur , u2 ,... ) of nonnegative integers with the property that, for 
some n, , u’, = 0 for all n > n, . 
Define an order < on Z by taking 
(5 , u-2 Y.) -=c (UI’, ui,...) 
if there exists m such that un = un’ for all n > m but CT,, < u,‘. Then it is 
straightforward to check that .Z is well-ordered under <. Thus to prove 
Theorem 2.1 we shall be able to use induction on u(d). In the case where 
a,(&‘) = 0 for all n > 1, i.e. where & consists of groups of order 1 only, 
the result is easy. Thus we shall assume that AX! contains at least one nontrivial 
group and that the result is true for all smaller values of u(d). 
Suppose that G < A(I) and J C 1. We say that G covers A(J) if GA(I\J) = 
A(I). To put it another way, G covers A(J) if the image of G under the pro- 
jection of A(I) onto A(J) is the whole of A(J). 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that G < A(I) and J, K _C 1. 
(i) IfK C Jand G covers A(J) then G covers A(K). 
(ii) IfG covers A(J) and G n A(I\J) COWYS A(K) then G COWYS A(j u K). 
(iii) If G covers A(/) then there is a subset J’ of J such that / J\J’ 1 < 
( A(K)1 and G n A(I\K) cozws A(J’). 
Proof. (i) Suppose that KC J and G covers A(J). Then GA(I\ J) = 
A(I). Therefore GA(I\K) = A(I). 
(ii) Suppose that G covers A(J) and G n A(I\ J) covers A(K). Then 
A(I) = (G n A(I\ J))A(I\K). Th ere ore f A(I\ J) = (G n A(I\J))(A(I\K) n 
A(I\ J)) = (G n A(I\ J))A(I\( J u K)). But A(I) = GA(I\ J). Therefore A(I) = 
GW\(J” K)). 
(iii) Suppose that G covers A(J). Then [A(I) : (G n A(I\K))A(I\ J)] = 
[GA(I\ J) : (G n A(I\K))A(I\ J)] < [G : G n A(I\K)]. But 
[G : G n A(I\K)] = [GA(I\K) : A(I\K)] < [A(I) : A(I\K)] = I A(K 
Thus [A(I) : (G n A(I\K))A(I\ J)] < 1 A(K It follows that there is a 
subset J” of Jsuch that 1 J” 1 < / A( and A(I) = (G n A(I\K))A(I\ J)A(J”). 
The result follows by taking J’ = J\J”. 
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Let (G, , A(G), (G ,44)),-. b e an infinite sequence of elements of %?. 
We wish to prove that there exist positive integers m and n such that m < n 
and (G, , A&)) < (G, , A(Q). To do this it is sufficient to prove a similar 
fact for any infinite subsequence. Thus we shall sometimes replace the original 
sequence by an infinite subsequence having some given property. This process 
will be described by saying that by passing to an infinite subsequence we may 
assume that (Gr , A(I,)), (G, , A(&)),... has the given property. 
By extending the set U and by changing the index sets I, if necessary we 
may assume that the sets I, are pairwise disjoint. 
For each y E r and each positive integer n let c,,(n) denote the greatest 
cardinality of a subset J of In such that ] C {r> 01-l and G, covers A(J). 
For a given y, c, is either bounded or unbounded as a function of n. We shall 
consider two cases. The first is where there exists y E r such that c,, is un- 
bounded, and the second is where c,, is bounded for ally E I’. 
Suppose first that there exists y E r such that cv is unbounded. Let y be 
such an element. For each n, write I, = Jn u K, where Jn C (r\{y}) a-l 
and K, C {‘/}c+. By passing to an infinite subsequence we may assume that 
c,(n + 1) 3 I4JnT,)I + I Kn I and c,(n + 1) > c,(n) for all n. For each n 
let G,’ be the image of G, under the projection of A(&) onto A(Jn): thus 
G,’ is the subgroup of A( Jn) which satisfies Gn’A(Kn) = G,A(K,). 
Let u’ = U Jn . Then the restriction of 01 to 73’ gives a function 01’: 
U’ + r\(y), and the family {A,: 6 E r\(y)} is covered by the inductive 
hypothesis. Thus there are positive integers m and n, m < n, and a one-one 
function 0: Jm -+ Jn such that &’ = ia’ for all i E Jm , and G ‘O* < 
G,‘4Jn\Jm@, where @*: A(J,,) --+ A( Jn) is the monomorphism inducz by 19. 
Note that the first condition on 0 can be written as ih = ia for all i E Jm . 
By the conditions on cV we have c,(n) > 1 A( J& + / Km I. Let S be a 
subset of K, such that / S 1 = c,(n) and G, covers A(S). By Lemma 2.2(iii) 
there is a subset S’ of S such that I S\S 1 < 1 A( JmO)I and G, n A(&\ J,O) 
covers A(S). Now / A(J,nd)I = 1 A(J Thus / S’ I 3 I S I - I A( Jm)I 3 
( Km I. Let R be a subset of S’ such that I R I = / Km [. By Lemma 2.2(i), 
G, r\ /!(I,\ J,@) covers A(R). We extend 0 to a one-one function 0: I, + I, 
in such a way that K,B = R. Then clearly 0 is admissible. Furthermore, the 
induced monomorphism B*: A(I,,) + A(I,) extends the monomorphism 
8*: A( Jm) --f A( Jn) defined above. 
We have G, < G,‘A(K,). Thus 
G,e* < G,‘e* + A(Kp$‘* < G,‘A( Jn\ J,&4(Kn). 
Since G,‘A(K,) = G,A(K,), this gives G,O* < G,A(I,\ I,,#). But, since 
G, n /!(I,\ J,#) covers A(KmO), we have 
44J = 6 n 4~n\JmWWL~)~ 
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Thus 
Therefore G,B* < G,A(I,\I,B), and we are finished. 
Suppose now that c, is bounded for all y E I’z suppose that 
for all n. For each n let P, be a subset of In of greatest cardinality such that 
G, covers A(P,). By Lemma 2.2(i) we must have 1 P, 1 < c for all n. 
By passing to an infinite subsequence we may assume that for all n there 
is an admissible function On from Pl onto P, . Let T = A(P,). Thus T = 
A(P,) for all n and 6, induces the identity function from A(P,) to A(P,). 
For each n write Qn = I,\P, . Thus 
4&J = T x 4Qn) = W(Qd. 
Let the elements of T be t, , t, ,..., k , t and for each Y and each n let t,, be an 
element of G, such that t,A(Q,) = t,,A(Q,). Let T, = {trn: r = 1,2,..., A}. 
Thus T, is a subset of G, , and, writing H, = G,,, n A(Q,J, we have G, = 
T,H, . For each element i of 1% let ni denote the projection of A(I,) onto the 
component A, corresponding to i. Then for each i define a function ri: 
T --+ Ai, by taking t,.Ti = t,,ri , r = 1,2,..., k. Since the sets I, are pairwise 
disjoint this gives a unique definition of 7i for each i E u In . By Lemma 2.2 
(ii) and the choice of P, there is no element i of Qn such that H, covers the 
component A, . Thus, for all i E Qn , H,ri is a proper subgroup of A,, . 
Let A be the set of all triples (y, B, T) where y E r, B is a proper subgroup 
of A,, and 7 is a function from T to A, . For each 6 E A let B, denote the 
group B, where 6 = (7, B, T), and let 9I be the family {B,: 6 E A>. Thus g 
is a finite family of finite groups. The largest of the orders of the groups of 3Y 
is less than the largest of the orders of the groups of &. Thus ~(93) < u(d). 
For each i E Qn write i/3 = (ia, H,rr< , TV). Thus $3 E L3 for all i E Qn and we 
have defined a function /3 from V = u Qn to A. For any finite subset I 
of V let B(I) denote the direct product 
B(I) = fl Bi8. 
iSI 
Thus we have H,, < B(Qn) for all n. By the inductive hypothesis there exist 
positive integers m and n, m < n, and a one-one function 0 from Qm to Qn 
such that iO/3 = i/3 for all i EQ~ and H,O* < HnB(Qn\QmO), where 6*: 
B(QJ --+ B(Q,J is the monomorphism induced by 0. Note that the first 
condition on B yields i&x = ia and t,,,lTi = tmns-is (1 < r < k) for all i E Qm . 
We extend 0 to a function 0: Im -+ I, by taking 0 to be the same as O;‘O, 
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on P, . Then 0 is admissible and the induced monomorphism O*: A&) -+ 
A(I,) extends the monomorphism O*: B(Qm) + B(QJ defined above. For 
i E P,, we have 
t,,,Tri = t,Pi = tr7ris = trn7rgj (1 < I < k). 
Thus trnL7ri = trnriB (1 < r < k) for all i E Jrn . Therefore trnlO* E trnA&\ln@) 
(1 < r d K), i.e. T,O* C T,A(I,\I,B). Also 
Therefore 
G,B* = T,,$* . H,B” < T,H,A(I,\&,$) = G,A(I,\I,B) 
as required. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving, for use in the next 
section, a generalization of Theorem 2.1. The generalization, however, is a 
consequence of Theorem 2.1 itself. 
Let ~2 = {A,,: y E r>, U, CL and 9? be as above. For a given positive integer 
K let ‘G, denote the class of all K + 1-tuples (G, , G, ,..., G, , A(I)) where 
$,‘,$ 9*-*> G, are subgroups of A(I) and I is a finite subset of U. For elements 
Z ,..., G, , A(I)) and (HI , H, ,..., H, , A(j)) of gK we write 
(G 7 G, ,...> G 3 40 < (HI 3 ff, ,..., K > A(I)) 
if there is an admissible function 0: I + J such that G,B* < H+4(J\IB) for 
r = 1) 2 )..., K. 
THEOREM 2.3. For each positive integer K, VK is well-quasi-ordered under < . 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that < is a quasi-order on qK. 
For each y E r let B, be the K-fold direct power A, x A,, x *.. x A, of A,, . 
Let B denote the family 9 = {B,,: y E I’} and for each finite subset I of U 
let B(I) denote the direct product 
B(I) = fl B, . 
&I 
Since Bi, = Ai, x Ai, x ... x A, we may regard B(I) as being the K-fold 
direct power A(I) x A(I) x *a. x A(I A(I). Thusif (Gi , G, ,..., G,, A(I)) 
is any element of %?K we may regard G, x G, x **a x G, as a subgroup of 
B(1). We shall show that 
(Gl x G, x a-. x G,B(I))< (HI x H, x *.. x H,c>B(l)) 
implies 
(6 , G, >..., Gtc > 40 < (HI 9 H, ,..., H, , AU)). 
Thus Theorem 2.3 follows from Theorem 2.1 applied to the family g. 
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Suppose then that B is an admissible function (for the family g’) from I to J 
such that 
(Gl x G2 x 1.. x G,) O* < (HI x H, x --* x HK) B(J\le). 
Clearly 0 is also admissible for the family ~2. Let $* be the monomorphism 
from A(I) to A(J) induced by 0. For each I = 1,2,..., K, let 5,. denote the 
monomorphism from A(I) to B(I) which is the identity function from A(I) 
to the rth component of B(I) = A(I) x A(I) x a** x A(1), and let rlr 
denote the epimorphism from B(J) to A(J) corresponding to the projection 
of B(J) onto its rth component. Then, for r = 1, 2,..., K, we have 
$* = @‘*rlr . Thus 
G,$* = G,S,B*q, < (Gl x G, x *-- x G,) O*y,. 
G WA x Hz x -9. x HJ WJ\W) vr 
= H,A(Are). 
Therefore 
(G , G, ,..., G > 40) < (HI > f4 ,..., H, , A(J)) 
as required. 
3. A-GROUPS 
Let 8 be the variety generated by an A-group C. The result o be proved 
in this section is that the class of all finite groups in ?I3 is well-quasi-ordered 
under subgroup involvement. We shall begin with some general definitions, 
and some results concerning A-groups. 
If G is a nontrivial finite group which is a direct product of cyclic groups 
of the same prime-power order pa then, as usual, G is said to be homocyclic. 
Clearly pal is the exponent of G. We shall adopt the convention that a group 
of order 1 may be described as “homocyclic of exponent pa” for every prime 
power pa. By a semisimple group will be meant a finite group which is a direct 
product of nonabelian simple groups. 
For every group G and every nonnegative integer n, let Gcn) denote the 
nth term of the derived series of G. Also, for every finite group G, let G@) 
denote the intersection of all those normal subgroups of G which have 
soluble factor groups, and let Sol(G) denote the product of all the soluble 
normal subgroups of G: thus Gtrn) is the smallest normal subgroup of G with 
a soluble factor group and Sol(G) is the largest soluble normal subgroup of G. 
The following result is implicit in [2] (generalizing results of [9]). 
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THEOREM 3.1 (Broshi). Let G be an A-group and let H = SO~(G(~)). Let 
k be the derived length of H and 1 the derived length of G/G(m). Then there are 
subgroups X, , X2 ,..., X;, , Y, 2, , Z, ,..., 2, of G satisfying 
(i) G = X,X, a** X,YZ,Za .** ZI , 
(ii) / G j = 1 X1 I I X2 I q-s I Xk I I Y I i G I I -G I a** i & I, 
(iii) each subgroup in the sequence Xl , X2 ,..., Xk , Y, 2, , 2, ,..., 2, 
normalizes each of the preceding ones, 
6) XI& --- X, = H(k-r), Y = 1, 2 ,..., k, 
(4 Xl& . . . X,y = G(m), 
(vi) Xix, *** X,YZ,Z, *** Z, = Gtz-‘)), Y = 1, 2 ,..., 1, and 
(vii) Y is semisimple. 
Since Theorem 3.1 is not stated explicitly in [2], we show how it can be 
derived from the results there. 
Suppose first that Gtrn) = (1). Then G is soluble of derived length 1. If 
I = 0 or I = 1 the result is trivially true. So suppose that E > 1 and that the 
result is true for all smaller values of 1. Let Z, = Gu-l). Then Z, is comple- 
mented in G by Corollary 4.6 of [2]. Th e result now follows in this case 
by the inductive hypothesis applied to G/Z, . 
Suppose now that k = 0. Let Y = Gfm). Then Y is semisimple by Corol- 
lary 3.6 of [2], and Y is complemented in G by Theorem 5.1 of [2]. The result 
now follows in this case by the result of the previous paragraph applied to G/Y. 
Suppose now that k > 0 and that the result is true for all smaller values of k. 
Let Xi = H(“-l). If k = 1 then Xi is complemented in G by Theorem 5.1 
of [2], while if k > 1 then Xi is complemented in G by Corollary 4.6 of [2]. 
Thus the result follows by the inductive hypothesis applied to G/X, . 
Before proceeding with the proof of the main result we shall fix some 
notation connected with the variety 9. 
Let e be the exponent of C. Thus every group in %J has exponent dividing e. 
If e = 1 the result is trivial, so we shall assume that e > 1. Let e =p;lpp a** pyt 
where thep, are primes and the LY, are positive integers. Let p = 01~ + c~a + ... 
+ CQ . Thus p is the number of nontrivial prime-power divisors of e. As 
pointed out in Section 1, there is a bound, p say, on the orders of the finite 
monolithic groups in %. Also, there is a bound, h say, on the derived lengths 
of the soluble groups of %. One way to see this is to use the fact (a conse- 
quence of 52.11 of [7]) that %J has only finitely many subvarieties. Thus, if 
?Bn denotes the variety of all soluble groups of !B of derived length at most n, 
the chain ‘13, _C %Jz C e.0 is ultimately stationary. 
Let K = 2Xp + 1 and let &’ be a family of groups consisting of a repre- 
sentative of each isomorphism class of finite groups of order at most CL”. 
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Let gM be the class defined with respect to & and K as in Section 2. To prove 
our result we shall use the fact that gK is well-quasi-ordered under < 
(Theorem 2.3). 
Let G be a finite group in 2J. Then G is an A-group. Also Sol(G/G(“)) and 
G/G(=) both have derived length at most h. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, there exist 
subgroups X1 , X, ,..., X2,+, of G such that G = X,X, ... X2,+, , / G i = 
1 Xi / j Xa / 0.. j Xa,,, 1, X;. normalizes XP whenever s > Y, X,,,, is semi- 
simple, and X, is abelian for all Y  # h + 1. Suppose that r # h -I 1 and 
write X,.’ = X,+,X.‘,+, e-0 X,,,, (with XL,,.i = (1)). For each prime divisor 
p, of e let X,, be the Sylow p,-subgroup of Xr . Thus Xr = X,., x S,., >: 
*.. x X,, , and each X,, is normalized by X7,,‘. Since X,,Xr’ is an A-group, 
the automorphism group induced by Xr’ on X+.q has order prime to P,~ . Thus, 
by Lemma 6.1 of [9] (or Theorem 5.2.2 of [4]), X,, is the direct product of 
homocyclic subgroups normalized by X,‘. Now Xr, has exponent dividing 
p:. It follows that XV, is the direct product of 01~ homocyclic subgroups 
normalized by X,’ of exponents p, , psz ,..., p:a, respectively. Thus X, is the 
direct product of p subgroups which are normalized by X,.’ and which are 
homocyclic of prime-power order. 
Consequently, there are subgroups Gt , G, ,..., G, of G such that G = 
GG **a G, , / G 1. = / Gi 1 ) G, j -.* 1 G, /, G, normalizes G, whenever 
s 3 y, GA,,, is semisimple, and, for r # + + 1, G, is homocyclic of prime- 
power exponent dividing e. Furthermore, by taking the homocyclic subgroups 
of each X,. in a fixed order corresponding to a fixed order of the prime-power 
divisors of e, we may assume that for Y # Xf + 1 the subgroup G, is homo- 
cyclic of a prime-power exponent qr dividing e which depends only on the 
suffix r and is independent of the group G. For any finite group G of 2? we 
shall call a decomposition G = GrG, ... G, with the properties above a 
special decomposition of G. 
If G,G, 1.. G, is a given special decomposition of G, then a subgroup H 
of G will be called special if H = (HA G,)(H n G,) -.a (H n G,). It is 
easy to check that the intersection of any collection of special subgroups of G 
is itself special. 
Let N be a normal subgroup of G and let K = (N n G,)(N n GJ **a 
(N n GJ. Then K is a subgroup of G (because N n G, normalizes N n G, 
whenever s > r) and clearly K is a special subgroup of G. If s < r then 
[G,,NnG,] <NnG, and if s>r then [G,,NnG,] ,(NnG,: so 
[Gr , N n G,J .< K for all Y, s, showing that each G, normalizes K. Con- 
sequently, K is normal in G. Furthermore, since G,./N n G, z NG,/N for 
all Y, we have [G : K] < [G : N]“. 
Let G be any finite group in B and let G,G, *a. GM be a special decompo- 
sition of G. Since G is residually monolithic, G is residually of order at most cc. 
Therefore, by the previous paragraph, there are special normal subgroups 
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Kl , 4 >..., K, of G such that / G/K, / < pK (1 < r < n) and Kl n Kz n 
. . . n K,& = {I). Hence G is (up to isomorphism) a subgroup of a finite 
direct product A(I) of groups from sl (see definition above) with the property 
that, for each i ~1, A(I\{i}) n G is a special normal subgroup of G-and, 
consequently, for every subset I’ of I, A(I’) n G is a special normal subgroup 
of G. 
This leads us to consider the class gK’ of all those elements (G, , Ga , . . . . G, , 
A(I)) of ‘c, such that G,Ga *.a G, is a special decomposition of a finite group G 
of %3 and A(I’) n G is a special normal subgroup of G for every subset I’ 
of I. Since %‘K is well-quasi-ordered under <, so is gK’,‘. Thus to complete 
the proof of Theorem 1.2 it suffices to show that if the relation ( holds 
between two elements of FYK’ then the relation of subgroup involvement holds 
between the corresponding groups of ‘93. Suppose then that (Gr , G, ,..., G, , 
A(I)) and (HI , Ha ,..., H, , A(J)) are elements of %‘i such that 
(G, 9 G ,...> G, 9 40) < (HI , Ha >-.., H, > 4J))> 
where G = GIGa .** GM and H = H,H, *-* H, . We shall show that G is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of H. 
By the definition of < there is an admissible function 0 from I to / such that 
for I = 1, 2,..., K, and, consequently, 
GO* < HA(J\B). 
Since GO* n A(AIO) = (1) there is a monomorphism # from G to HA(JjId)/ 
A(AIO) in which 
for all r. Let N = H n A(J\IO). Thus N is a special normal subgroup of H. 
Let x be the natural isomorphism from HA(J\IO)/A(J\IO) to H/N. Then $x 
is a monomorphism from G to H/N in which G&x < H,N/N for all Y. 
Consequently, we may assume without loss of generality that G < H/N 
and G, < HJV/N for Y = I, 2,..., K. Suppose then that G = S/N, where 
N < S < H. The proof will be completed by showing that N is comple- 
mented in S. 
Since N is a special subgroup of H we have N = (N n HJN n Hz) ..- 
(N n HJ. We shall next prove that S is a special subgroup of H. Clearly 
(S n H,)(S n H2) *** (S n H,J is a subgroup of 5’ which contains IV. But, 
for all r, 
(S n H&V/N = (S n H,N)/N = (S/N) n (HJV/N) 2 G,. . 
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Thus 
(S n H,)(S n Hz) -.- (S I-I H,)/N > GIG, ... G, = SIN, 
and hence S = (S n H,)(S n H,) 1.. (S n H,) as required. 
For r = 1, 2,..., K, write S, = S n H, and N, = N n H, . Then, for all r, 
G, < (S n H,)N/N g S,./N, . 
But 
Thus G,. z S,/N, for all Y. 
Write SK+, = N,,, = (1). We shall show that N is complemented in S 
by using downward induction on r to prove that, for r = 1, 2,..., K + 1, 
N,N,+, *-* NM+, is complemented in SJ,.,, *** SK+, . Clearly N,,, is com- 
plemented in SK+, . Thus we assume that T < K and that the result is true 
for r + 1. Let M be a complement for N,,, ..* N,,, in S,,, ..* SK+, . Then, 
since S, and N, are normalized by S,,, ..* SK,, , S, and N, are normalized 
by M. We shall show that N, has a complement L in S, which is normalized 
by M. This yields a complement LM for NJVr,, **a NK+r in S,S,,, -1. SK+, 
and completes the inductive step. 
Suppose first that Y = hp + 1. Then G, and H, are semisimple. Thus 
N, = N n H, is semisimple and S,/N, is semisimple (because S,/N, s G,). 
Therefore S, has only nonabelian composition factors and it follows by 
Theorem 3.1 that S, is semisimple. Consequently we can take L as the 
centralizer of N, in S, . 
Suppose now that r # Ap + 1. Thus G, and H, are homocyclic groups of 
the same prime-power exponent qr. Therefore S,. = S n H, is an abelian 
group of exponent dividing qr and S,/NP is homocyclic of exponent qr 
(because S,/N, g G,). It follows that N, has a complement in S, and 
consequently, by Lemma 2.1 of [9] (or Theorem 3.3.2 of [4]), N, has a 
complement L in S, which is normalized by M. 
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